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ABSTRACT

The function of many ion channels is under dynamic control by coincident activation of G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs), particularly those coupled to the Gαq and Gα12 family members. Such regulation is typically dependent on the subunit composition of the ionotropic receptor or channel as well as the GPCR subtype and the cell-specific panoply of signaling pathways available. Because GPCRs and ion channels are so highly represented among targets of U.S. Food and Drug Administration-approved drugs, functional cross-talk between these drug target classes is likely to underlie many therapeutic and adverse effects of marketed drugs. GPCRs engage a myriad of signaling pathways that involve protein kinases A and C (PKC) and, through PKC pathways, are involved and which of the potential consensus regulatory/accessory and scaffolding proteins) or indirectly occur directly (i.e., physical interaction of the GCPR with particular questions remain for control of glutamate receptor function by GPCRs: Which ionotropic glutamate (iGlu) receptors are regulated by GPCRs, and in what cell types? Does the regulation of these amino acids that regulate ionotropic receptor function is uncommon. Several key questions remain in the control of glutamate receptor function by GPCRs: Which ionotropic glutamate (iGlu) receptors are regulated by GPCRs, and in what cell types? Does the regulation of these amino acids that regulate ionotropic receptor function is uncommon. Several key questions remain in the control of glutamate receptor function by GPCRs: Which ionotropic glutamate (iGlu) receptors are regulated by GPCRs, and in what cell types? Does the regulation of these amino acids that regulate ionotropic receptor function is uncommon. Several key questions remain in the control of glutamate receptor function by GPCRs: Which ionotropic glutamate (iGlu) receptors are regulated by GPCRs, and in what cell types? Does the regulation of these amino acids that regulate ionotropic receptor function is uncommon. Several key questions remain in the control of glutamate receptor function by GPCRs: Which ionotropic glutamate (iGlu) receptors are regulated by GPCRs, and in what cell types? Does the regulation of these amino acids that regulate ionotropic receptor function is uncommon. Several key questions remain in the control of glutamate receptor function by GPCRs: Which ionotropic glutamate (iGlu) receptors are regulated by GPCRs, and in what cell types? Does the regulation of these amino acids that regulate ionotropic receptor function is uncommon. Several key questions remain in the control of glutamate receptor function by GPCRs: Which ionotropic glutamate (iGlu) receptors are regulated by GPCRs, and in what cell types? Does the regulation of these amino acids that regulate ionotropic receptor function is uncommon. Several key questions remain in the control of glutamate receptor function by GPCRs: Which ionotropic glutamate (iGlu) receptors are regulated by GPCRs, and in what cell types? Does the regulation of these amino acids that regulate ionotropic receptor function is uncommon. Several key questions remain in the control of glutamate receptor function by GPCRs: Which ionotropic glutamate (iGlu) receptors are regulated by GPCRs, and in what cell types? Does the regulation of these amino acids that regulate ionotropic receptor function is uncommon. Several key questions remain in the control of glutamate receptor function by GPCRs: Which ionotropic glutamate (iGlu) receptors are regulated by GPCRs, and in what cell types? Does the...
Here we review the regulation of ionotropic glutamate receptors—[a-aminooxy-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA)], NMDA, and kainate] by GPCRs with special attention on G<sub>aq</sub>-coupled mGlu and muscarinic acetylcholine (mACh) receptor, as these GPCRs are critically involved in synaptic transmission and plasticity and their altered regulation has significant implications in neuropathies.

**Ionotropic Glutamate Receptors**

Ionotropic glutamate receptors are classified functionally and by molecular homology into three receptor classes: NMDA (consisting of the GluN1, GluN2A, GluN2B, GluN2C, GluN2D, GluN3A, and GluN3B subunits), AMPA (GluA1, GluA2, GluA3, and GluA4), and kainate (GluK1, GluK2, GluK3, GluK4, and GluK5). Ionotropic glutamate receptors are tetrameric assemblies of multiple subunits. Subunit assembly appears exclusive within a receptor class; for example, none of the four AMPA receptor subunits has been shown to assemble with NMDA receptor subunits to form a functional receptor. We will consider cross-talk regulation of each ionotropic receptor class in turn.

**NMDA Receptor Modulation**

The regulation of NMDA receptor (NMDAR) currents can occur through phosphorylation of regulatory sites located within the GluN1 or GluN2 subunits or via protein-protein interactions, in which changes in the binding of proteins like postsynaptic density (PSD)-95 or calmodulin help to cluster NMDARs at postsynaptic sites. The distal C terminus of GluN2 subunits contains postsynaptic density 95/disc-large/ zd-1 (PDZ) motifs that noncovalently link NMDA receptors to scaffolding proteins like those in the PSD-95 family and its associated proteins—membrane-associated guanylate kinase and A-kinase anchoring protein. All four GluN2 subunits appear to interact with all four PSD-95 proteins (PSD-95, PSD-93, SAP102, SAP97) typically resulting in a change in surface targeting of NMDA receptors (Bard and Groc, 2011). Over the past two decades attention has also focused on the indirect regulation of NMDARs mediated by the activation of various GPCRs and their downstream signaling molecules. Fig. 1A illustrates several prominent signaling pathways by which GPCRs regulate the channel properties or, more often, surface trafficking, of iGlu receptors.

In addition to receptor cross-talk mediated via diffusible signaling molecules (described below), the C terminus of the GluN1 subunit has been shown to physically interact with, or reside within the same tight protein complex as, mu opioid receptors (MOR) (Rodriguez-Munoz et al., 2012), D1 dopamine receptors (Lee et al., 2002), and mGlu5a receptors (Perroy et al., 2008). The physical interaction between GluN1 and mGlu5a results in constitutive, agonist-insensitive inhibition of NMDAR, whereas a D1 dopamine receptor agonist both reduces NMDAR currents and weakens the physical interaction between D1 and NMDAR through a protein kinase A (PKA)/protein kinase C (PKC)-independent mechanism. By contrast, the MOR-GluN1 interaction could be disrupted by morphine in a PKC-dependent manner. Interestingly, tolerance to morphine can be prevented by PKC inhibitors (Hull et al., 2010), raising the possibility that the MOR-GluN1 physical interaction is somehow required to maintain chronic sensitivity to morphine.

**Regulation of NMDARs by mGlu and mACh Receptors.** Metabotropic glutamate receptors modulate neuronal excitability via regulation of voltage-sensitive calcium channels, G-protein-regulated inward rectifier K<sup>+</sup> channels, GABAA<sub>re</sub>ceptors, AMPA receptors, and NMDA receptors (Conn and Pin, 1997). Eight mGlu receptors are classified into three groups according to their G<sub>q</sub> protein. Group I mGlu receptors (mGlu1 and mGlu5) are coupled to G<sub>aq</sub> family members and activate the phospholipase C pathway, which leads to an increase in diacylglycerol and inositol trisphosphate levels, intracellular calcium, and stimulation of PKC (Fig. 1A). An important consequence of group I mGlu activation is modulation of glutamatergic transmission, for example, potentiated NMDAR responses in the hippocampus, cerebellum, cortex, and spinal cord (Bordi and Ugolini, 1999). Activation of group I mGlu receptors in striatal neurons increases GluN1 phosphorylation at serines 896 and 897 in vivo. The GluN1 phosphorylation was attenuated in the presence of an mGlul5 antagonist suggesting that the phosphorylation is mGlul5-mediated (Choe et al., 2006). The kinase(s) responsible for the phosphorylation was not identified in this study. However, functional cross-talk was observed in human embryonic kidney 293 cells expressing NMDARs containing the GluN2A and GluN2B subunits as well as the mGlu1 receptor, where activation of mGlu1 resulted in increased phosphorylation of GluN2A and GluN2B by a Src family tyrosine kinase (Heidinger et al., 2002), suggestive of a β-arrestin or PKC-pathway involvement. Although mGlu1 and mGlu5 are both coupled to G<sub>aq</sub> and they both can potentiate NMDA receptor currents in CA3 pyramidal cells, they appear to do so via two distinct signaling pathways, mGlu1 via a G-protein-independent Src kinase pathway possibly involving β-arrestin, and mGlu5 via a G<sub>aq</sub>-PKC-PYK2 (proline-rich tyrosine kinase 2)-Src pathway (Benquet et al., 2002).

Neuronal excitability and synaptic transmission are also altered by interactions between the cholinergic and glutamatergic neurotransmitter systems. One mechanism involves potentiation of NMDA receptor currents by M1 muscarinic receptors, which colocalize with the GluN1 subunit in hippocampal CA1 pyramidal cells (Marino et al., 1998). Potentiation of NMDA receptors by M1 mACh receptor activation is mediated by Src kinase and postulated to involve a kinase cascade in which PKC phosphorylates PYK2, which in turn phosphorylates and activates Src kinase (Lu et al., 1999). The molecular target of Src might be three tyrosines on the C terminus of GluN2A (Zheng et al., 1998). Thus M1 mACh and mGlu5 receptors appear to share an identical signaling pathway.

The examples discussed above involve potentiation of NMDA receptor activity; however, there is also evidence for inhibition of NMDA receptor currents following activation of several GPCRs. For example, activation of group I mGlu receptors potentiated NMDA receptor currents in CA1 pyramidal cells, but inhibited NMDA receptor currents in nearby hippocampal CA3 pyramidal cells through a Ca<sup>2+</sup>-dependent mechanism (Grishin et al., 2004), pointing to cell-specific regulation of NMDA receptors by mGlu receptors. Activation of mGlu7 is reported to inhibit NMDAR currents in neurons of the prefrontal cortex by engaging a β-arrestin/extracellular signal-regulated kinase pathway, which regulates NMDAR surface trafficking by controlling the polymerization state of actin (Gu et al., 2012). A similar pattern of regulation of NMDA receptors was observed following M1 mACh receptor...
activation, in that NMDA receptor responses were poten-
tiated in hippocampal CA1 pyramidal cells but inhibited
in hippocampal CA3 pyramidal cells by a mechanism pro-
posed to involve a calmodulin-activated tyrosine phosphatase
(Grishin et al., 2005). More complicated signaling pathways
also exist. For example, activation of the Gi/Go-coupled 5HT1A
receptor on cortical pyramidal neurons suppresses NMDAR
currents by destabilizing microtubules leading to reduced
NMDAR transport to dendritic membranes. This effect of
5HT1A is countermanded by activation of Gq-coupled 5HT2A,
which through a β-arrestin-Src-extracellular signal-regulated
kinase pathway stabilizes microtubules (Yuen et al., 2005). The
overall outcome on NMDA receptor activity, whether potenti-
ated or inhibited, thus depends on the cell population that
expresses the receptors, the GPCR subtypes expressed and
the many scaffolding and intracellular signaling molecules
brought into play in multiple signaling cascades.

Signaling Pathways and NMDAR Phosphorylation.
NMDA receptors are known to form stable complexes with
intracellular cell signaling proteins such as Src family kinases,
calmodulin, and G proteins, which can alter the function
and/or distribution of NMDAR subunits. A sequence scan of
the intracellular domains of the NMDA receptor subunits
reveals consensus phosphorylation sites for both PKA and
PKC (Traynelis et al., 2010). In addition to PKA and PKC, the
calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase (CaMKII), and
the tyrosine kinases Src and Fyn also phosphorylate NMDA
receptors (Chen and Roche, 2007; Traynelis et al., 2010). The
activation of phosphatases (serine/threonine and tyrosine)
leads to dephosphorylation of NMDARs and reduced NMDAR
activity (e.g., Grishin et al., 2005), suggesting that the set
point of NMDAR responsiveness relies on the balance of
intracellular kinase and phosphatase activities.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the regulation of ionotropic glutamate receptors by GPCR activation. (A) Mechanisms, signaling pathways, and molecules underlying the regulation of ionotropic glutamate receptor by Gαq-coupled and Gαs-coupled GPCR receptor activation. Dashed arrows represent translocation of a signaling molecule, whereas solid arrows represent enzymatic action. Additional pathways mediated by association of GPCR with β-arrestin and subsequent engagement of AKT (protein kinase B) and ERK (extracellular signal-regulated kinase) pathways are omitted for simplicity. (B) Phosphorylation of iGlu receptor C-terminal domains. These phosphorylation sites modulate receptor trafficking, channel activity, and protein-
protein interactions. The left column contains the receptor subunit name. UniProt-SwissProt human accession numbers were used for each receptor (Traynelis et al., 2010). The beginning and ending amino acid numbers are on the left and right of the C-terminal domain, respectively. Only a portion of the C-terminal domain is shown for NMDA receptors. Modified residues are colored-coded according to the legend.
mGlu5 in neurons increases the surface expression of NMDA receptors in a tyrosine kinase-dependent manner (Lan et al., 2001). It is now well established that NMDA receptors are involved in elaborate protein-protein interactions with regulatory and accessory proteins at the postsynaptic density. Nonreceptor protein tyrosine kinases, such as Src family kinases, are critically involved in these interactions. Tyrosine kinases like PYK2 and Fyn are intertwined in scaffolding complexes that bind to NMDA receptors and alter NMDA function (MacDonald et al., 2007). Models have been developed describing how this regulation may occur. For example, Pyk2 provides an Src homology 2 docking site for Src that is normally anchored to NMDA receptors by the protein ND2. Following activation of a G<sub>αq</sub>-coupled GPCR like the M1 or mGlu5 receptors, PKC is activated leading to phosphorylation of PYK2 that in turn activates Src kinase, which targets a tyrosine near the GluN2B C terminus and enhances NMDA receptor activity by increasing trafficking to the surface membrane (MacDonald et al., 2007). NMDAR-dependent long-term potentiation at CA1 synapses requires both PYK2 and Src (Huang et al., 2001), which emphasizes the importance of this pathway.

GPCR regulation of NMDA receptors is not limited to G<sub>αq</sub>-coupled receptors as G<sub>αq</sub>-coupled GPCRs also play a role, although some key players are different. For example, the GluN2B subunit interacts with an inhibitory scaffolding protein named RACK1 (receptor for activated C kinase 1). Activation of a G<sub>αq</sub>-coupled GPCR by the pituitary adenylate cyclase-activating peptide (PACAP)-enhanced NMDA receptor function via RACK1 in CA1 hippocampal slices (Yaka et al., 2003). The proposed mechanism involves PKA activation that leads to the dissociation of RACK1 from the NMDA receptor, resulting in translocation of RACK1 to the nucleus and exposure of the C terminus of GluN2B to Fyn kinase, which phosphorylates GluN2B on Y1474 thereby enhancing NMDA receptor activity (Yaka et al., 2003). MacDonald et al. (2005) reported that NMDA receptor modulation in CA1 neurons by PACAP is dominantly mediated by activation of PKC and Src, rather than the PKA pathway. The multiple pathways by which PACAP regulates NMDA receptors in hippocampal CA1 neurons deserve further study. In striatal neurons activation of the G<sub>αq</sub>-coupled dopamine receptor D1 leads to the rapid increase in synaptic surface expression of NMDA receptor subunits in a tyrosine phosphorylation-dependent manner (Hallett et al., 2006). A model was proposed recently in which dopamine receptor (D1)-mediated potentiation of NMDA receptors occurs via phosphorylation of GluN2B subunits by Fyn kinase (Yang et al., 2012). These examples demonstrate that both PKA and PKC downstream of G<sub>αq</sub> and G<sub>αs</sub> activation, respectively, regulate NMDA receptors through Src family kinases.

GluN2C subunits in the cerebellum can be phosphorylated by protein kinase B on Ser1096, which controls their interaction with 14-3-3<sup>e</sup>, in turn regulating their surface expression (Chen and Roche, 2009). Protein kinase B is itself activated by insulin-like growth factor 1 via β-arrestin and G-protein receptor kinases (Zheng et al., 2012), although the native G-protein-coupled receptor has not yet been identified. The GluN1 subunit, present in all functional NMDA receptors, is phosphorylated by PKC at serines 890 and 896 with phosphorylation of Ser890 resulting in the disruption of GluN1 clustering (Traynelis et al., 2010). The phosphorylation of Ser896 by PKC does not appear to be important for GluN1 clustering. Interestingly, the dual phosphorylation of Ser896 and Ser897 by PKC and PKA, respectively, promotes exit of this subunit from the estrogen receptor resulting in increased surface expression of GluN1 (Chen and Roche, 2007). Both GluN2A and GluN2B are also phosphorylated by PKC. The phosphorylation of GluN2A at Ser1416 by PKC weakens the binding of CaMKII to the GluN2A subunit, which creates a hierarchy between the PKC- and CaMKII-signaling pathways (Gardoni et al., 2001). Mutagenesis studies suggest that phosphorylation of Ser1303 and Ser1323 in GluN2B is one route to potentiation by PKC of NMDA receptors containing GluN2B (Chen and Roche, 2007). Both the synaptic GluN2A and the extrasynaptic GluN2B subunits are regulated by the PKC, PKA, and the tyrosine kinase Src (Chen and Roche, 2007). The GluN2C receptor contains a common phosphorylation site for both PKA and PKC (Ser1244) that is located in the PDZ-binding motif of the subunit (Fig. 1B) and may play a physiologic role in cerebellar granule cells where the majority of GluN2C receptors are expressed.

**AMPA Receptors**

A second subgroup of ionotropic glutamate receptors comprises the α-amino-3-hydro-5-methyl-4-isoxazole propionate (AMPA) receptors. These receptors activate and desensitize rapidly in response to glutamate thus mediating rapid excitatory synaptic transmission. An important consequence of AMPA receptor regulation by GPCRs is control of the strength and direction of synaptic plasticity. AMPA receptors are involved in protein-protein interactions with scaffolding proteins such as protein interacting with C kinase 1 (PIK1), the glutamate receptor interacting protein 1 (GRIP1), and the more recently discovered transmembrane AMPA receptor regulatory accessory proteins such as stargazin, which aid in the trafficking of AMPA receptors and present additional targets for regulation.

**mGlu and mACH Receptor Regulation of AMPA Receptors.** Muscarinic receptors (mainly M1) and mGlu receptors induce long-term depression (LTD) in the hippocampus and cerebellum mainly through changes in AMPA receptor trafficking (Dickinson et al., 2009; Nomura et al., 2012). Nomura et al. (2012) proposed that cerebellar LTD is mediated by mGlu1 activation and subsequent PKC activation leading to phosphorylation of GluA2, which causes it to dissociate from GRIP1, diffuse laterally to the endocytic zone, and undergo transmembrane AMPA receptor regulatory accessory proteins-mediated endocytosis. The mACh receptor-induced LTD in the hippocampus involves the same signaling mechanism (Dickinson et al., 2009). By contrast, mGlur1-mediated LTD on glutamatergic afferents to dopamine neurons in the ventral tegmental area proceeds by PICK1-dependent selective insertion of perisynaptic GluA2 subunits into synaptic receptors (Bellone and Lüscher, 2006), which should reduce channel conductance. Thus cell-specific differences in the signaling pathways and interacting proteins result in specificity of the GPCR-mediated AMPA receptor regulation.

**AMPA Receptor Phosphorylation.** Accumulating evidence indicates that AMPA receptor activity is regulated by direct phosphorylation of AMPA receptor subunits by PKA and PKC. Although the C terminus of AMPA receptor subunits varies in homology, they all contain consensus phosphorylation sites for serine/threonine kinases (Fig. 1A). GluA1, the most well
characterized AMPA receptor subunit, is phosphorylated at serine 831 by both PKC and CaMKII whereas a nearby serine (Ser845) is phosphorylated by PKA. The phosphorylation of Ser845 by PKA increases the open probability of GluA1 channels (Banke et al., 2000) suggesting enhanced AMPA receptor function. However, the phosphorylation of Ser845 is also a critical step in LTD that involves delocalization of AMPA receptor from synaptic regions into perisynaptic sites (Lee et al., 2010), suggesting that trafficking overrides the effect on channel properties. This perisynaptic pool of GluA1 is then available for rapid reuptake into synaptic receptors during long-term potentiation (LTP). One mechanism for synaptic insertion involves phosphorylation of the GluA1 accessory protein stargazin by CAMKII, which facilitates induction of LTP in hippocampal slices by allowing AMPA receptors to bind PSD-95 (Tomita et al., 2005) and become sequestered into the synapse.

A large majority of AMPA receptors in the brain contains the GluA2 subunit, which can also be phosphorylated at multiple sites (Fig. 1B). PKA phosphorylates GluA2 at Ser880, which is in the PDZ-binding domain of the C terminus and regulates the interaction of GluA2 with membrane-scaffolding proteins such as GRIP1 (Matsuda et al., 1999; Chung et al., 2000). Interestingly, GluA4 is phosphorylated by PKA, PKC, and CaMKII at the same C-terminal regulatory site (i.e., Ser842); phosphorylation of this serine is necessary to remove the endoplasmic reticulum retention signal and drive trafficking of GluA4-containing receptors to the synapse (Carvalho et al., 1999). An important issue in GluA4 regulation is whether phosphorylation of this site by one kinase alters the sensitivity of the receptor for the binding of other kinases.

Kainate Receptors

Of the three ionotropic glutamate receptor subgroups the synaptic functions of kainate receptors (KARs) are the least understood. The GluK1-GluK3 subunits have low glutamate affinity and are capable of forming functional homomeric channels. GluK4 and GluK5 are high-affinity KAR subunits that bind glutamate but require coassembly with one or more GluK1-GluK3 subunits to form functional channels. The heteromultimeric assembly of KARs like many other ion channels leads to the formation of receptors with unique pharmacological and functional properties. KAR subunits are distributed throughout the nervous system, including the hippocampus, cortex, amygdala, striatum, hypothalamus, cerebellum, spinal cord, and basal ganglia, where they are involved in synaptic transmission and plasticity (Jin and Smith, 2011). KAR are regulated by several GPCR pathways previously thought to affect only NMDA and AMPA receptors.

mGlu Receptor Regulation of KARs. One of the earliest demonstrations of regulation of kainite receptors by mGlu receptors was carried out by Cho et al. (2003), who showed that mGlu5 receptor activation potentiates (R,S)-2-amino-3-(3-hydroxy-5-tert-butylisoxazol-4-yl)propanoic acid-activated kainite currents on neurons in the perirhinal cortex. In this study KAR potentiation occurred in the presence of cyclopiazonic acid, which depletes calcium stores and inhibits the mGlu5-dependent increase in internal calcium. The potentiation was blocked by pharmacological inhibitors of PKC; however, it remained unclear whether PKC activation was necessary and sufficient to potentiate KAR responses. It was also not clear which subunits of KAR were involved in the modulation. Rojas et al. (2013) recently demonstrated the regulation of heteromeric KARs by group I mGlu receptors in cultured cortical and hippocampal neurons and Xenopus oocytes. Pronounced potentiation of heteromeric KAR (consisting of high- and low-affinity subunits) currents was observed following activation of group I mGlu receptors (Fig. 2, A and B). On the other hand, homomeric KARs expressed in Xenopus oocytes failed to be potentiated following group I mGlu receptor activation. The potentiation pathway involved phospholipase C, Ca²⁺ mobilization, and PKC, as potentiation was blocked by inhibitors of all three signaling molecules. There was an interesting difference between the findings by Rojas et al. (2013) and Cho et al. (2003), namely the involvement of Ca²⁺ mobilization in the regulation of KARs by group I mGlu receptors. In the Cho et al. (2003) study the mGlu5-mediated potentiation of (R,S)-2-amino-3-(3-hydroxy-5-tert-butylisoxazol-4-yl)propanoic acid-activated KAR currents was calcium-independent; however, in Rojas et al. (2013), the potentiation of heteromeric KARs by activation of group I mGlu receptors was clearly calcium-dependent, as the potentiation was lost in the presence of the calcium chelator 1,2-bis(2-aminophenoxy)ethane-N,N,N',N'-tetraacetic acid. This difference in the contribution of a critical signaling molecule suggests that there may be multiple pathways regulating KARs following mGlu receptor activation.

mACH Receptor Regulation of KARs. Benveniste et al. (2010) demonstrated that activation of GluK2 containing heteromeric kainate receptors is potentiated following mACH receptor activation. Similar to mGlu receptor modulation of KARs, muscarinic receptor (M1 and M3) activation by pilocarpine potentiated GluK2 containing heteromeric, but not homomeric, KARs, suggesting that potentiation of KARs by mACH receptors also requires the high-affinity KAR subunits. The regulation was also observed in mossy fibers using the hippocampal slice preparation, where mACH-mediated potentiation seen in native neurons displayed characteristics similar to those seen with recombinant receptors, such as the degree of potentiation, the time-dependence, and the specificity for mACH receptor agonists. The mechanism responsible for mACH receptor potentiation was not investigated.

KAR Phosphorylation. A sequence scan of the C terminus of KAR subunits reveals a number of consensus phosphorylation sites for the protein kinases PKC, PKA, CaMKII, and Src. PKC phosphorylates the C terminus of both GluK1 and GluK2 in vitro (Hirbec et al., 2003; Nasu-Nishimura et al., 2010; Konopacki et al., 2011; Chamberlain et al., 2012). The phosphorylation of GluK2 by PKC at Ser868 is a critical step in the process of internalization of GluK2 that occurs during KAR-mediated LTP in hippocampal mossy fibers (Chamberlain et al., 2012). On the other hand phosphorylation of C-terminal residues (i.e., Ser880 and Ser886) in GluK1 appears to promote the stability of this subunit in the synapse via an interaction with the PDZ domain containing protein GRIP1 (Hirbec et al., 2003). The C terminus of GluK2 is also phosphorylated by PKA at Ser825 and Ser837 (Kornreich et al., 2007) leading to potentiation of receptor currents, likely via an increase in the receptor open-probability. Site-directed mutagenesis led to the identification of three serines in the GluK5 subunit that are responsible for PKC-mediated
potentiation of KAR by group I mGlu receptors (Fig. 2, C and D; Rojas et al., 2013). Selak et al. (2009) reported reduced GluK5 expression via PKC-mediated disruption of the interaction of GluK5 with the synaptic proteins SNAP-25 and PICK1. The authors suggested that PKC interacts with PICK1 resulting in the disruption of the SNAP-25-PICK1-GluK5 complex. These examples show that, as for NMDA receptors and AMPA receptors, KAR functions can be both potentiated and suppressed by PKC.

Conclusion and Outlook

The mechanisms responsible for regulation of iGlu receptors by GPCRs involve many intracellular signaling molecules and regulatory proteins that vary from one cell type to another. The downstream signaling molecules include protein kinases that phosphorylate regulatory sites located within the C terminus of these ionotropic glutamate receptors affecting their interaction with regulatory or interacting proteins that alter iGlu receptor trafficking (Fig. 1A). In some cases synaptic regulation of ionotropic glutamate receptors by the activation of diverse GPCRs proceeds by partially convergent mechanisms shared by the various iGlu receptors, exemplified by the convergence of muscarinic and metabotropic glutamate receptors onto PKC pathways that regulate all three iGlu receptors, albeit via different mechanisms downstream of PKC. Knowing that ionotropic glutamate receptors are subject to many of the same modulatory influences has implications for understanding the physiologic roles of these receptors in concert. One important issue is to understand whether cross-talk is restricted to cellular compartments that coexpress ionotropic glutamate receptors and GPCRs. Second, knowledge of the molecular basis of kinase specificity of cross-talk mediated by multiple GPCRs and whether there is a dominance hierarchy of kinases and ion channel modulation will result in better understanding of how synaptic strength is regulated. It will also be important to identify the conditions under which changes in channel conductance play a role in synaptic strength modification by GPCRs, given the dominant role of receptor trafficking in this process. Finally, the...
therapeutic implications of cross-talk between NMDAR and dopamine D1 receptors (e.g., for schizophrenia), mu opioid receptors (for chronic pain) and mGlu5a (for cognitive disorders) are considerable.
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